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Abstract

While human adaptability is regarded as a classical topic in anthropology, recent work

provides new insight into metabolic adaptations to cold climates and the role of phe-

notypic plasticity in human evolution. A growing body of literature demonstrates that

adults retain brown adipose tissue (BAT) which may play a role in non-shivering ther-

mogenesis. In this narrative review, we apply the timescales of adaptation framework

in order to explore the adaptive significance of human BAT. Human variation in BAT

is shaped by multiple adaptive modes (i.e., allostasis, acclimatization, developmental

adaptation, epigenetic inheritance, and genetic adaptation), and together the adap-

tive modes act as an integrated system. We hypothesize that plasticity in BAT facili-

tated the successful expansion of human populations into circumpolar regions,

allowing for selection of genetic adaptations to cold climates to take place. Future

research rooted in human energetics and biocultural perspectives is essential for

understanding BAT's adaptive and health significance.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

How do humans thrive in a broad array of ecological conditions?

Human adaptability, and in particular the study of biological adapta-

tion to cold climates, is considered a classical topic in biological

anthropology.1,2 By investigating biological adaptation to cold cli-

mates, we aim to shed light on the process of adaptation in humans

and the origins of our extreme adaptability.

Since the early 20th century, research has demonstrated that

indigenous circumpolar populations utilize metabolic adaptations to

generate body heat in order to survive in cold climates. Early studies

of Inuit populations of Alaska and Canada found that their basal meta-

bolic rates (BMR) were 25%–35% higher than reference values (see

Table 1 for glossary).3,4 These initial findings were questioned because

of relatively small samples and lack of control for the potentially con-

founding effects of anxiety, diet, and body composition.5 More recent

research, with controlled measurement conditions, has largely con-

firmed the early studies in documenting elevated BMRs among indige-

nous arctic groups in North America, Asia and Europe.6–8 Additionally,

total energy expenditure (TEE) is significantly elevated among groups

that are acclimatized to cold climates.9,10 What remains unclear are

the specific pathways through which indigenous circumpolar

populations increase metabolic heat production in response to cold

stress.

Non-shivering thermogenesis (NST) heat production that is not

associated with muscle activity during shivering was first described in

the 1950s; however, researchers continue to debate the biological

mechanisms that are responsible for NST in adult humans.11 Recent

research suggests that brown adipose tissue (BAT) plays a significant

role in human NST.12 BAT is a form of adipose tissue that generates

heat during exposure to cold stress. Brown fat has long been recog-

nized as the primary source of NST in infants due to their underdevel-

oped musculature and inability to shiver.13 BAT deposits were

previously thought to decline to negligible amounts during develop-

ment; however, during the late 2000's a series of studies using posi-

tron emission tomography (PET) and computed tomography

(CT) detected BAT in adults.14 Today, it has been demonstrated that

adults that exhibit greater BAT metabolic activity during acute cold
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exposure experience a larger increase in energy expenditure.15–17

Additionally, greater BAT mass is linked to lower risk of developing

cardiometabolic diseases such as diabetes and heart disease.18

The determinants of human variation in BAT, its evolutionary ori-

gins, and its adaptive significance remain unclear. The following

review provides a brief overview of BAT's physiology, anatomical dis-

tribution and developmental origins. We then apply the timescales of

adaptation framework in order to explore how multiple modes of

adaptation to cold climates may shape variation in human BAT. First,

we examine how BAT thermogenesis contributes to allostatic

responses to acute cold stress by reviewing the relationship between

BAT, NST and cold-induced energy expenditure. Next, we explore the

role that BAT plays in acclimatization to seasonal cold stress by con-

sidering variation in this tissue across climates and BAT plasticity in

response to repeated cold exposure. While research examining BAT

thermogenesis in infants and children is limited, we explore how the

process of developmental adaptation may result in population varia-

tion in adult BAT. We also review recent work in animal models that

highlights potential mechanisms through which epigenetic inheritance

may program offspring BAT development. Finally, we summarize

recent evidence that indigenous circumpolar populations may exhibit

genetic adaptations to cold climates that facilitate greater BAT mass

and activity. We conclude by highlighting several topics that require

further investigation. Our review highlights the degree to which the

adaptive modes interact with each other and how one adaptive mode

may facilitate another. We propose that as humans migrated into cir-

cumpolar regions, pre-existing phenotypic plasticity in BAT facilitated

the evolution of genetic adaptations to cold climates.

2 | PHYSIOLOGY, ANATOMY AND
DEVELOPMENT OF BROWN ADIPOSE TISSUE

In most mammals, BAT increases heat production during NST by

uncoupling oxidative phosphorylation from ATP production so that

the proton gradient is dissipated via uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1), thus

generating heat (Figure 1). This process is referred to as BAT thermo-

genesis.15 Current research enabled by 18F-fluoro-deoxyglucose

(FDG) PET/CT confirms a handful of reports from the 1980s docu-

menting BAT deposits in adult humans.13 Past work indicates that

human BAT metabolism is acutely stimulated by exposure to low tem-

peratures and documents a large amount of variation in both BAT vol-

ume and activity across individuals.19

The anatomical locations of human BAT depots vary across devel-

opment. In neonates, BAT is primarily stored in the interscapular

region as well as around the muscles and blood vessels of the neck,

the axillae, the mediastinum between the esophagus and trachea,

around the heart, and near the kidneys.20–22 BAT volume then

declines across infancy and the interscapular depot is absent in chil-

dren.23 While pediatric studies of BAT are limited, preliminary evi-

dence suggests that BAT volume may increase around the time of

puberty.24 There are three main BAT depots in adult humans: supra-

clavicular, mediastinal, and infradiaphragmatic (Figure 2).25–28 The

supraclavicular depot includes BAT deposits in the neck and above

the clavicle. The mediastinal depot consists of BAT deposits around

the spine and heart, while the infradiaphragmatic depot includes BAT

TABLE 1 Glossary

Term Definition

Basal metabolic rate

(BMR)

The number of calories required to maintain

baseline bodily functions

Total energy

expenditure (TEE)

The total number calories burned by an

individual including energy allocated

toward BMR, thermogenesis, diet-induced

thermogenesis, and physical activity

Non-shivering

thermogenesis

(NST)

Heat that is produced through biological

mechanisms that are separate from muscle

twitching during acute cold exposure

Brown adipose

tissue (BAT)

A specialized type of fat that functions to

produce heat in part by uncoupling

oxidative phosphorylation from ATP

production

Uncoupling protein

1 (UCP1)

A protein found in the inner membrane of

the mitochondria of brown adipocytes and

allows the proton gradient to bypass ATP

production

BAT thermogenesis Heat produced through the metabolic and

endocrine action of BAT

Beige fat A form of fat that exhibits a blend of white

and brown adipocyte characteristics

White adipose tissue

(WAT)

The most prevalent type of fat on the body;

functions to store energy in the form of

lipids within fat vacuoles

Visceral adipose

tissue (VAT)

Intra-abdominal adipose tissue that

surrounds the internal organs

Subcutaneous

adipose tissue

(SAT)

Adipose tissue located just below the skin

Homeostasis The process of rapid change in physiology

and gene expression that works to

maintain a physiological set-point in

response to an environmental stimulus

Allostasis The regulation of internal biology through

rapid changes in physiology and gene

expression in response to an

environmental stimulus and the prediction

of future needs

Acclimatization Physiological changes that occur over the

course of days to weeks that work to

maintain biological functions in response

to a new environmental condition

Developmental

adaptation

Changes in physiology or morphology that

occur during development in response to

environmental conditions that result in an

improvement in evolutionary fitness

Epigenetic

inheritance

The transmission of information about the

environment across generations via the

inheritance of epigenetic marks

Sensitive period A developmental stage in which exposure to

an environmental factor influences the

emergence of a specific phenotype
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near the kidneys/adrenal glands, pancreas, liver and spleen. Interest-

ingly, the distribution of BAT exhibits a cranio-caudal gradient such

that all adults with BAT in the mediastinal depot have BAT in the sup-

raclavicular depot, and all adults with BAT in the infradiaphragmatic

depot also have deposits in the mediastinal depot.25–28

It is possible that the cranio-caudal distribution pattern reflects

the importance of maintaining warm blood flow to the brain. During

cold stress exposure, supraclavicular BAT may ensure that blood trav-

eling to the brain is an adequate temperature in order to maintain

neural activity. The energy-consuming reactions of the brain are

highly sensitive to reductions in core temperature.29 BAT localized

around the spinal cord, heart, kidneys, pancreas, liver and spleen may

ensure adequate temperatures for the metabolic processes of these

critical organs.

Another thermogenic adipose tissue known as beige fat or brite

fat consists of adipocytes with a phenotype that is a blend of brown

and white adipocyte characteristics. Beige adipocytes contain far less

UCP1—about 10% of that found in classical BAT—and beige fat stores

are less vascularized and innervated.30 Recent work suggests that

beige adipocytes exhibit thermogenic mechanisms that are indepen-

dent of UCP1.31 Beige adipocytes are scattered within brown adipo-

cyte depots, such as the supraclavicular region, as well as in white

adipose tissue (WAT) in adults.30 In humans, visceral adipose tissue

depots express higher levels of browning genes indicative of beige

adipocytes than subcutaneous adipose tissue, while the opposite pat-

tern is found in rodent models.32 Some publications report that classi-

cal brown adipocytes are absent in humans after infancy and only

beige adipocytes persist into adultood.33

Brown and beige adipocytes also differ in their developmental

origins. Classical brown adipocytes originate during embryogenesis,

before the development of white adipocytes, from a subpopulation of

dermomyotomes that are marked by the expression of specific tran-

scription factors.31,34,35 Beige adipocytes, on the other hand, develop

postnatally and are derived from non-dermomyotome lineage.36 Addi-

tionally, beige adipocytes arise from multiple distinct developmental

subtypes. For instance, distinct beige adipocyte progenitor cells

(APCs) reside within the walls of adipose tissue capillaries and the

stromal cells from human abdominal subcutaneous WAT.37,38 In

rodents, cold exposure can induce mature white adipocytes to trans-

form into to beige adipocytes through transdifferentiation.39,40 Fur-

thermore, it is possible that beige adipocytes have heterogeneous

origins within a single WAT depot, and that multiple subtypes of beige

F IGURE 1 The uncoupling of oxidative phosphorylation from
adenosine triphosphate (ATP) production within a brown adipocyte
mitochondrion. Nutrients are transported across the inner membrane
of the mitochondrion where they are used to fuel the Krebs cycle.
The Krebs cycle provides electrons in the form of nicotinamide
adenine dinucleotide (NADH) and flavin adenine dinucleotide
(FADH2) for the electron transport chain (ETC). The ETC uses the
electrons to pump protons (H+) across the inner membrane to
produce a proton gradient. ATP synthase then uses the proton
gradient to convert adenosine diphosphate (ADP) to ATP. Brown
adipocyte mitochondria contain uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1) which
allows protons to bypass ATP synthase and travel back across the
inner membrane, leading to heat generation

F IGURE 2 Anatomical locations of brown adipose tissue (BAT)
deposits. The gray areas represent BAT deposits. (a) Supraclavicular
depot: BAT located above the clavicles and in the neck.
(b) Mediastinal depot: BAT located near the spine and heart.
(c) Infradiaphragmatic depot: BAT located near the kidneys/adrenal
glands, pancreas, liver, and spleen
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adipocytes emerge depending on physiological and cellular condi-

tions.31,41,42 Below we utilize the timescales of adaptation framework

in order to explore how multiple modes of adaptation to cold climates

may shape variation in human BAT.

3 | TIMESCALES OF ADAPTATION MODEL

Building on the work of Lasker (1969) and Mazess (1975), biological

anthropology recognizes multiple modes of adaptation, or adaptive

processes that occur along different timescales.43,44 These include

homeostasis/allostasis, acclimatization, developmental adaptation,

epigenetic inheritance, and natural selection of genes (Figure 3).45 The

timescales of adaptation framework highlights that the form, strength,

and nature of an adaptive response depends not only on the type of

stressor or experience, but also the timing and duration for which the

perturbation exists.46 For instance, homeostatic responses alter physi-

ology rapidly and reversibly in reaction to environmental changes that

occur in a matter of minutes, while a genetic response to environmen-

tal change through natural selection occurs over multiple generations

in response to sustained selective pressure.47 As the time length of a

novel environmental challenge increases within an individual's lifetime

and across generations, each adaptive mode is layered onto the

next.46 Thus, a single biological pathway can be shaped by multiple

overlapping and interacting timescales of adaptation.

One advantage of the timescales of adaptation model is that it

conceptualizes adaptation as an active process, rather than a final

state.48 The process of adaptation has tangible, quantifiable out-

comes, but not endpoints in and of themselves. Thus, this approach

allows researchers to avoid categorizing responses into a simple

dichotomy of adaptive versus maladaptive states. Rather, here we

define adaptation as a process of morphological, physiological, or

genetic change that occurs over a range of timescales and results in

enhanced evolutionary fitness at the population level.

There are, however, key limitations to this definition and the

timescales of adaptation model. First, the model does not assist

researchers in determining whether a biological response to an envi-

ronmental change is due to evolutionary constraint. For example, a

trait may represent a vestige from a common ancestor. If a pathway is

highly integrated into an organism's developmental infrastructure, it

may be costly to remove and may therefore survive in modern line-

ages despite the lack of current utility.49 Most, if not all, biological

responses to environmental inputs likely have both adaptive and ves-

tigial elements, and disentangling the relative importance of these

alternative explanations is challenging.50

Additionally, mismatch between a phenotype and an individual's

environmental conditions can occur when the timescale and/or mag-

nitude of environmental change exceeds the combined capacity of

the adaptive modes.46 With any shift in the ecological or social envi-

ronment, there may be insufficient information or the wrong environ-

mental information may be used, thus resulting in a cost to fitness.45

Environment-phenotype mismatch is an especially pertinent issue for

species with long lifespans like humans.51

Nevertheless, the utility of the timescales of adaptation model is

rooted in the ability to conceptualize the adaptive modes as a single

integrated system of overlapping responses to a range of timescales

of environmental change. Human energy allocation strategies can be

viewed as the product of the interaction of all the adaptive modes. As

Ellison states, deconvoluting the effects of environmental change on

different timescales on a single biological system, tissue or parameter

is “an exceedingly difficult task”.52 To understand how variation in a

particular trait is shaped by various timescales of environmental

change, measurements must be taken across a wide range of environ-

ments and across the life course. In order to examine how multiple

timescales of adaptation produce variation in BAT across humans, we

begin by exploring BAT's allostatic response to acute cold expo-

sure (Box 1).

4 | BROWN ADIPOSE TISSUE, NON-
SHIVERING THERMOGENESIS, AND
ALLOSTASIS

NST is a critical allostatic response to acute cold stress. When thermo-

receptors in the skin detect a change in ambient temperature, the

sympathetic nervous system (SNS) generates norepinephrine via the

sympathetic ganglia and releases norepinephrine and into the blood-

stream via the adrenal glands. This increase in circulating norepineph-

rine quickly triggers NST, leading to an increase in whole-body energy

expenditure.54

Studies of human NST conducted in western, educated, industri-

alized, rich, and democratic (WEIRD) populations as well as indigenous

Siberian groups document dramatic inter-individual variability—some

adults fail to mobilize NST in response to mild cold stress and do not

exhibit an increase in energy expenditure, while others experience an

F IGURE 3 The timescales of adaptation model. Each adaptive
mode represents a biological response to a change in the
environment. The timescale of the environmental change will dictate
the type of biological response. This model hypothesizes that as a
novel environmental stressor persists in a population over time, the
adaptive modes accumulate and form an integrated system
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increase in resting metabolic rate of over 30%.15,55 Some of this varia-

tion may be because thermoregulatory responses to cold, including

NST, become blunted with age.56 For instance, a sample of older men

in Maryland, USA (mean age 63 years) exhibited significantly lower

oxygen consumption rates than younger men (mean age 21 years) in

response to a cold challenge.56

BAT is hypothesized to play a role in allostatic responses to cold

stress via NST since it is able to quickly convert stored energy into

heat. BAT is densely innervated by the SNS, thus allowing for rapid

activation of BAT thermogenesis. Norepinephrine activates β2- and

β3-adrenergic receptors located on the cellular membrane of brown

adipocytes, stimulating the production of UCP1 and intracellular lipol-

ysis.12,57 Fatty acids then, fuel the respiratory chain where UCP1 dis-

sipates the mitochondrial proton gradient as heat. To replenish lipid

stores, brown adipocytes predominantly take up triglyceride-derived

fatty acids from circulation in a lipoprotein lipase-dependent man-

ner.58 BAT also has a high glucose uptake rate per gram of tissue.59

Additionally, BAT is highly vascularized, which facilitates the efficient

transfer of oxygen and substrates toward brown adipocytes. This also

allows heat and adipokines generated by BAT to be transported to

the rest of the body.12

Adults with greater BAT metabolism exhibit a larger increase in

energy expenditure during exposure to cool temperatures in both

circumpolar and temperate populations.15 For instance, Muzik et al.

and u Din et al. report a significant association between the degree

to which whole-body energy expenditure increases during cold

exposure and BAT mass.16,17 While estimates vary depending on

the time length and severity of the cold exposure, previous work

documents that adults with BAT experience an increase in energy

expenditure of 3%–30% during a cold challenge.15,60 Additionally,

adults with PET/CT-detected BAT maintain significantly warmer

core body temperatures during cooling and can withstand colder

temperatures without shivering than those lacking BAT.61 When

study participants in Québec, Canada are given oral nicotinic acid to

inhibit intracellular triglyceride lipolysis, thus suppressing cold-

induced BAT oxidative metabolism, they experience a commensurate

increase in shivering, suggesting a reciprocal role for BAT thermo-

genesis and shivering.62

Recent work conducted among WEIRD populations suggests that

despite evidence of a significant relationship between BAT volume

and cold-induced energy expenditure, the tissue-specific metabolic

rate of adult human BAT may be lower than previously thought. Early

estimates proposed that just 40–50 g of BAT could account for 20%

of daily energy expenditure.63 Muzik et al. used dynamic PET-CT

scans with fluorodeoxyglucose (18F-FDG) tracer to quantify BAT mass

and used triple oxygen tracer (H2
15O, C15O, and 15O2) to quantify

the oxygen consumption per gram of BAT.16 They found that the

range of BAT mass found in participants with significant BAT deposits

was between 32–85 g. When activated by cold, BAT contributed less

than 12 kcal/100 g/day to total energy expenditure. Based on this

estimate, 50 g of BAT would contribute just 0.25 kcal to total energy

expenditure per hour of cold exposure. While this estimate of the

tissue-specific metabolic rate of BAT is 2–10 times higher than that of

WAT and skeletal muscle during mild cold exposure, the fact that BAT

likely represents a very small portion of total adipose tissue diminishes

its relative contribution to TEE.11,17 Similar estimates were found by u

Din et al.; however, and Leitner et al. and Martinez-Tellez et al. docu-

ment higher estimates of BAT volume and metabolic activity.17,27,64

For instance, Leitner et al. estimate that a cold-acclimatized human

may generate an extra 115.5 kcal/day via BAT metabolism. Variation

in estimates is likely due to differences in the PET/CT methods used

to identify BAT and quantify glucose uptake.

If the contribution of BAT metabolism to whole-body energy

expenditure is low, why do adults with greater BAT mass experi-

ence larger increases in energy expenditure during NST? BAT ther-

mogenesis may act as an indirect biomarker of energy expended

by other tissues that are also triggered by the same neuroendo-

crine changes during NST (see Figure 4). For instance, norepineph-

rine not only triggers BAT metabolism and biogenesis, but it also

stimulates metabolism in skeletal muscle, heart muscle, and the

liver. Thus, BAT metabolism may reflect variation in the metabolic

action of norepinephrine on other tissues.65 Alternatively, BAT

BOX 1 Homeostasis and allostasis

Homeostatic mechanisms represent the fastest mode of adaptation; they are thought to defend a particular set point by incorporating

adjustments in physiology and gene expression on the timescale of seconds to hours in response to local feedback.46,53 Sterling argues,

however, that the homeostasis model fails to recognize that physiological systems must respond to changing environmental conditions

by altering the set point.53 If a system is designed to resist fluctuations, it cannot address changing needs. Rather, Sterling proposes that,

through a process termed allostasis, physiological mechanisms change a controlled parameter by predicting what level will be needed

and then overriding local feedback to meet the anticipated demand. The allostasis model is built on the assumption that organisms are

designed for efficiency, and that efficiency requires reciprocal trade-offs between systems and predictive signals that anticipate future

needs. Thus, the mean value of a parameter does not signify the particular set point of a system, but rather the system's most frequent

demand.53 The thermoregulatory processes that defend internal body temperature are considered a classic example of a homeostatic

system because mammalian thermoregulation maintains it within a narrow range. A body temperature of around 37.0�C/98.6�F, how-

ever, is simply the most frequent optimum parameter for a majority of the human body's biological functions.
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may contribute to cold-induced energy expenditure through its

action as an endocrine organ by triggering an increase in metabo-

lism within other tissues during NST.66 For instance, BAT secretes

cytokines, such as interleukin-6 (IL-6), transcription factors, and

other adipokines that can regulate metabolic pathways in skeletal

muscle, cardiac muscle, and the pancreas.66 Additionally, experi-

ments suggest that up to 50% of fatty acids hydrolyzed by BAT

are released into the extracellular media where they may be oxi-

dized elsewhere, thus possibly providing fuel for thermogenesis in

other tissues.11

Skeletal muscle has long been hypothesized to play a role in NST

in humans.67 Studies conducted in WEIRD countries have found that

the degree to which skeletal muscle metabolism contributes to NST

varies greatly depending on the muscle location. Muscles in the

periphery, such as the trapezius and deltoid, tend not to exhibit

changes in metabolism during NST, although Wijers et al. reports an

increase in mitochondrial uncoupling in vastus lateralis after

cooling.68,69 Deep muscles, such as the levator scapulae, which co-

locate with BAT, do exhibit an increase in metabolism during NST.17 u

Din et al. estimated that muscle of the cervico-thoracic region contrib-

utes about 86 kcal/day during cold exposure.17 Additionally, few stud-

ies have attempted to quantify possible changes in metabolic rate

during NST of the internal organs.

Finally, existing estimates of the contribution of BAT to cold-

induced whole-body energy expenditure may not account for the con-

tribution of beige adipocytes scattered within white adipose depots.

Given that cold exposure can induce WAT browning in addition to

recruiting new brown adipocytes, adults with larger BAT deposits may

also have larger number of beige adipocytes scattered within white

fat.70 The metabolic activity of beige adipocytes located in WAT may

go unnoticed depending on how PET/CT studies determine regions of

interest and their threshold of detection. Virtanen et al. found that

subjects with BAT exhibit a larger increase in WAT metabolism during

cooling compared to subjects without BAT—perhaps due to a higher

concentration of beige adipocytes in WAT.71 In mice, the thermogenic

activity of beige fat is low because UCP1 expression and mitochon-

drial density are reduced compared to brown adipocytes; however,

the contribution of beige fat thermogenesis to energy expenditure in

humans is unknown.11

In sum, this work suggests that BAT may play a mechanistic role

in NST—a critical allostatic response to acute cold stress. NST is

known to increase whole body energy expenditure, and BAT thermo-

genesis is correlated with elevations in energy expenditure during

NST; however, the biological pathways that link BAT thermogenesis

and cold-induced energy expenditure are still unclear. BAT lipid

metabolism may provide fuel for increases in energy expenditure of

F IGURE 4 Metabolic pathways
hypothesized to contribute to whole-body
energy expenditure (EE) during cold stress
that may correlate with BAT mass/
metabolism. (1) Norepinephrine produced
by the sympathetic nervous system (SNS)
activates beige and brown adipocyte
metabolism. This may contribute to cold-
induced EE. (2) Norepinephrine produced

by the SNS activates metabolism within
skeletal muscle, heart, and liver, which
may contribute to an increase in
EE. Simultaneous metabolic activation in
beige/brown fat might be correlated with
the degree of activation in these other
tissues. (3) During metabolic activation by
the SNS, beige and/or brown adipocytes
may produce adipokines, such as IL-6,
which in turn activates the metabolism of
skeletal muscle, heart or liver, contributing
to cold-induced EE. (4) During metabolic
activation by the SNS, beige and/or
brown adipocytes may release free fatty
acids, which act as a fuel source for
metabolism in skeletal muscle, heart, and
liver, contributing to cold-induced
EE. Each of these four pathways require
additional research in order to determine
their relative contribution to whole-body
EE during cold stress
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other tissues, it may warm local organs and facilitate faster metabolic

reactions, or it may play an endocrine function by signaling to other

tissues to increase their metabolic rate. A growing body of work sug-

gests that NST requires a complex system that integrates multiple

mechanisms including BAT metabolism, the conversion of white to

beige/brown adipocytes, skeletal muscle metabolism, and other meta-

bolically active organs.67 More work is needed in order determine

why some individuals exhibit NST as an allostatic response to low

temperatures and others do not. The following section explores the

significance of seasonal acclimatization in shaping variation in meta-

bolic responses to cold stress and BAT thermogenesis (Box 2).

5 | BROWN ADIPOSE TISSUE AND
ACCLIMATIZATION

Evidence of human acclimatization to cold stress dates back to the

early 20th century; long-term elevations in resting metabolic rate

were observed among circumpolar populations.3 More recent work

indicates that the Yakut, an indigenous population of northeastern

Siberia, exhibit significant increases in resting metabolic rate during

the winter.77 While researchers have yet to explore the significance

of BAT acclimatization for survival and reproduction in cold climates,

seasonal increases in BAT thermogenesis and cold-induced energy

expenditure have been documented among WEIRD populations.78

Van der Lans et al. found that after 10 days of exposure to 15–16�C

for 6 h/day, BAT volume increased significantly.60 Similarly, Lee et al.

documented significant increases in BAT metabolism after 1 month of

exposure to 19�C while sleeping.79 Efremova and colleagues collected

fat cells at necropsy from individuals in Siberia and found higher

UCP1 expression in cells collected from outdoor workers than indoor

workers suggesting differences in acclimatization.80

Current research has revealed several physiological and cellular

mechanisms that link sustained cold stress exposure to greater BAT

mass and thermogenic potential. Acclimatizing mechanisms increase

the capacity of allostatic mechanisms to manifest greater thermogene-

sis by increasing BAT mass and metabolic activity. For example, fre-

quent exposure to low temperatures leads to hormonal changes that

promote the proliferation of new brown adipocytes.59 Recurrent stim-

ulation of BAT adrenergic receptors by norepinephrine facilitates tis-

sue growth.59 Circumpolar populations exhibit an increase in tissue

uptake of triiodothyronine (T3) from the bloodstream from summer to

BOX 2 Acclimatization

When an individual is introduced to a stressor over several days to months, for example as a result of seasonality, chronically activated

allostatic mechanisms can alter their underlying baseline biology. The resulting biological response may be greater in duration, degree,

or sensitivity to the environmental stimulus. This process is referred to as acclimation when the biological change is in response to a sin-

gle environmental stimulus, typically within the context of an experiment. The term acclimatization is used to describe responses to

complex environmental conditions outside of a laboratory setting.72 The biological pathways that facilitate this long-acting response

may include epigenetic mechanisms, hormone dynamics, or other physiological, biochemical or anatomical responses.

The adaptive significance of acclimation/acclimatization is widely debated. The beneficial acclimation hypothesis (BAH) proposes

that acclimation to a particular environment gives an organism a performance advantage in that setting over other organisms that have

not had the opportunity to acclimate; however, evidential support for the BAH is mixed.73 Furthermore, many studies that advocate for

the evolutionary significance of acclimatization have simply elucidated the mechanistic basis of a trait and then proposed post-hoc adap-

tive stories to explain their functional significance.74 While acclimatization has the potential to improve the likelihood of survival and

reproduction within the context of environmental stressors, there are several reasons why some biological changes that occur in

response to weeks or months of stressor exposure may not incur a fitness advantage. For instance, in order for acclimatization to be

adaptive, exposure to the sustained environmental stressor must be predictive of future stressor exposure. If certain environmental con-

ditions provoke a long-lasting biological response but the triggering conditions are not a reliable cue for future exposure, the resulting

biological changes are unlikely to improve an organism's chances of survival and reproduction.73 The observed biological changes in

response to a sustained stressor may represent unavoidable wear-and-tear on the stress-response system, and the costs may outweigh

the fitness benefits.75 Additionally, biological changes in response to a sustained environmental stressor may be due to genetic, devel-

opmental or physiological constraint and may not have an adaptive advantage.73

Previous work, however, has argued that studying plasticity in response to thermal stressors may be particularly valuable in under-

standing the adaptive significance of acclimatization for two reasons.76 First, researchers can easily assess variation in the thermal envi-

ronment over relevant timescales and estimate the predictability of changes in ambient temperature for future stressor exposure.

Second, because exposure to cold or hot climates can be easily quantified, traits related to thermoregulation can be mechanistically

linked to stressor exposure.76 The challenge then lies in demonstrating that individuals that have undergone the process of acclimatiza-

tion are in fact more likely to survive and reproduce within the context of the thermal stressor.
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winter.81 T3 is the biologically active form of thyroid hormone and is

known to stimulate brown adipogenesis and sensitivity to adrenergic

stimuli.12,59 Additional research is needed in order to determine the

minimal time length and degree of cold exposure needed to elicit a

shift in BAT mass and metabolic activity via acclimatization. The

severity of cold exposure required to produce an acclimatization

response likely varies across individuals and populations.

When mammals are exposed to thermoneutrality for long periods

of time, beige adipocytes undergo morphological “whitening”.70 Roh

et al. housed mice at 4�C for 1 week to induce beige adipocyte forma-

tion, and then rewarmed by housing them at 30�C for 8 weeks. The

authors found that rewarming caused the beige adipocytes to develop

a unilocular morphology and downregulate thermogenic gene expres-

sion. Warmed beige adipocytes, however, appear to retain an epige-

netic memory of past cold exposure.70 Roh et al. found that cold-

exposed beige fat cells that are then re-warmed exhibit an epigenetic

pattern on a subset of lipid metabolism genes that is consistent with

being inactive but “poised” for future activation.70 The epigenomic

memory of beige fat cells may represent an important mechanism for

seasonal acclimatization to cold stress.

This work suggests that acclimatizing mechanisms modulate

BAT's capacity to generate an allostatic response to acute cold stress

via NST.78 In this way, acclimatization modifies the adaptive signifi-

cance of the allostatic response. Next, we will explore how BAT devel-

opmental plasticity may further fine-tune acute metabolic reactions to

cold stress (Box 3).

6 | BROWN ADIPOSE TISSUE AND
DEVELOPMENTAL ADAPTATION

Human development is characterized by important changes in adipose

tissue mass and physiology.85 BAT first develops in humans around

the 20th gestational week.86 The neonate experiences cold stress for

BOX 3 Developmental adaptation

Developmental stages such as gestation, infancy, childhood, and adolescence are characterized by a heightened sensitivity to environ-

mental conditions and a greater degree of phenotypic plasticity when compared to adulthood. When developmental responses to envi-

ronmental stimuli incur a fitness benefit, this process is termed developmental adaptation.82 Developmental adaptations manifest

through epigenetic, cellular, hormonal, structural, and/or behavioral changes that occur in response to environmental signals.82

Developmental adaptations may increase the evolutionary fitness of the organism because enhanced plasticity early in life allows

the growing individual to better calibrate the phenotype compared to restricted phenotypic adjustments that occur in adulthood.82

Additionally, developmental processes may improve allostatic mechanisms or acclimatization by either shifting or broadening the range

of detectable sensory inputs or the range of feasible biological responses.53 In this way, the modes of adaptation (allostasis, acclimatiza-

tion and developmental adaptation) are interwoven into a complex system.

One important tradeoff associated with developmental plasticity is the risk of phenotype-environment mismatch in adulthood. Cues

are expected to have less predictive power as the time lag between the developmental life stage and the reproductive life stage

increases. Thus, the adaptive value of developmental plasticity depends on both the timescale of environmental fluctuations (i.e. how

quickly is the environment changing and will the environmental alteration persist) and the organism's life history (i.e. how long does it

take to reach sexual maturity).83 Adult acclimatization and allostasis, however, may limit the potential for adult phenotype-environment

mismatch generated by developmental plasticity by further modifying the phenotype so that it better fits the adult environment.

Integral to the adaptive significance of developmental plasticity is a debate regarding the timing of sensitive periods, or a time win-

dow during which exposure to environmental factors modulate the emergence of a specific phenotype.84 Some developmental and evo-

lutionary biologists argue that responsivity to environmental conditions is inversely related to the developmental stage of the organism,

with the greatest degree of plasticity existing earlier in development (Figure 5a).82 This pattern is thought to be due to constraints on an

individual's ability to adjust its phenotype as development progresses.

Alternatively, the timing of sensitive periods may differ depending on whether the programming cue is sent via the mother's biology

or the external environment (Figure 5b). It has been proposed that developmental programming during gestation and infancy is only

adaptive within the niche of maternal care.51 Previous work hypothesizes that maternal biological signals incorporate a longer time

depth of environmental information, and thus developmental programming in response to maternal signals will have greater predictive

power for anticipating the offspring's future environment.50 In other words, maternal cues are calibrated by the mother's (and perhaps

grandmother's) cumulative experience and are somewhat buffered from acute external conditions during gestation and lactation.45 On

the other hand, sensitivity during childhood and adolescence, life stages characterized by increasing independence, may be tuned into

signals from the external environment that are divorced from maternal biology. Future studies may shed light on this issue by investigat-

ing the phenotypic consequences of cold climate exposure at different life stages.
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the first time at birth, and during the first few weeks of life BAT stores

increase significantly.87 Over time, BAT mass gradually declines as the

infant shifts from relying on NST toward shivering as the primary

response to cold stress.23

The infancy-childhood transition is marked by distinct shifts in

adipose tissue gene expression including an increase in the expression

of thermogenic genes such as UCP1.88 Studies that use infrared ther-

mal imaging to quantify BAT thermogenesis in children suggest that

the transition from early childhood to middle childhood is marked by a

decline in BAT thermogenesis.89 However, retrospective PET/CT

studies of BAT suggest there may be an increase in brown

adipogenesis during puberty.24,90

If developmental shifts in BAT growth and metabolism are sensi-

tive to environmental conditions, then these transformations may rep-

resent potential sensitive periods. As described in Box 3, the timing of

sensitive periods may differ depending on whether the programming

cue is sent via the mother's biology or the external environment

(Figure 5b). It has been proposed that developmental programming

during gestation and infancy is only adaptive when signals originate

from the mother's biology and possibly incorporate information across

multiple generations.50,91 As the growing child becomes more inde-

pendent, developmental sensitivity may tune into environmental sig-

nals that are separate from the mother's biology.92

Recent work provides preliminary support for this developmental

hypothesis. The thermal environment of the fetus is tightly buffered by

maternal thermoregulation. Our previous research did not detect a

relationship between prenatal ambient temperature and adult supra-

clavicular skin temperature after cooling among indigenous Siberians.92

Several endocrine factors that regulate brown adipogenesis, such as

thyroid hormone, are sensitive to climatic conditions and pass through

the placenta.81,93 Maternal thyroid hormones may program fetal BAT

development; however, this has yet to be investigated.94

Similarly, preliminary research did not detect a significant relation-

ship between cold exposure during infancy and adult supraclavicular

skin temperature after cooling among Siberians.92 A recent study in

Minnesota, U.S. suggests that lipids in breast milk, such as

alkylglycerole-type (AKG-type) ether lipids and 12,13-dihydroxy-9Z-

octadecenoic acid (12,13-diHOME), upregulate beige and brown adi-

pocyte metabolism and are associated with infant adiposity.95 It is

interesting to note that circulating 12,13-diHOME increases after a

bout of moderate exercise in humans.96 Additional research is needed

to determine the predictors of variation in breast milk lipids and

whether there is a relationship between BAT metabolism during

infancy and adulthood.

Our research among the Yakut documents preliminary evidence

for a sensitive period of BAT plasticity during early childhood.92 Individ-

uals that were exposed to lower temperatures between 2 and 6 years

old exhibit significantly warmer supraclavicular skin temperatures after

cooling in adulthood, suggesting greater BAT thermogenesis. Similarly,

Yakut adults that spent more time outside during the winter between

ages five and 7 years old exhibited evidence of greater BAT activity.92

It is possible that the systems that regulate BAT development become

more sensitive to surrounding environmental conditions that are dis-

tinct from maternal biology, such as ambient temperature, as the child

grows and gains independence. Alternatively, it is possible that BAT

development is sensitive to ambient temperature during gestation and

infancy; however, cold stress exposure during pregnancy and infancy is

limited in this population due to technological adaptations and infant

care practices.92 The adaptive significance of developmental shifts in

BATmass and metabolism and their sensitivity to environmental condi-

tions requires further investigation (Box 4).

7 | BROWN ADIPOSE TISSUE AND
EPIGENETIC INHERITANCE

Key DNA methylation patterns distinguish brown and white adipocyte

differentiation.101 The DNA methylome of brown adipocytes is not

only sensitive to environmental cues, it can pre-program cellular func-

tion.102 The question then becomes, do parental signals influence the

epigenetic patterns of human brown adipocytes?

F IGURE 5 Two models depicting the potential timing of sensitive

periods. (a) Sensitivity to environmental conditions may be greatest
during gestation and infancy and then steadily decline over the life
course. (b) Sensitivity to environmental conditions may fluctuate over
the life course depending on the source of the environmental
information. For instance, sensitivity to climatic conditions may be
low during gestation and infancy, increase during childhood, and then
decline later in life
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A study conducted by Sun et al. found that male mice that are

exposed to repeated cold stress exhibit differentially methylated regions

in their sperm compared to mice that were raised in thermoneutral con-

ditions.103 When the cold-exposed male mice reproduced, their off-

spring showed higher UCP1 expression in interscapular BAT and

inguinal WAT under thermoneutral conditions and after cold exposure

compared to the offspring ofmice that were not exposed to cold prior to

reproducing.103 The mechanisms through which cold stress exposure

modifies sperm DNA methylation patterns and the pathways through

which differentially methylated regions in sperm direct brown

adipogenesis in developing offspring remain unknown.

The degree to which variation in human BAT is influenced by epi-

genetic inheritance in response to cold climates is largely unexplored.

Sun et al. performed a retrospective analysis of PET/CT scans from

adults in Zurich, Switzerland and found that individuals with active

BAT were 3.2% more likely to have been conceived in the colder

months of October to February.103 The adaptive significance of these

findings, however, remains unclear. Our study of BAT among Yakut

adults did not find a relationship between season of conception and

change in supraclavicular skin temperature after cooling (unpublished

data). Thus, further research is needed to in order to address whether

epigenetic inheritance influences human variation in BAT and adapta-

tion to cold climates (Box 5).

8 | BROWN ADIPOSE TISSUE AND
GENETIC ADAPTATION

Genetic studies of circumpolar populations further suggest that the

process of genetic adaptation in humans is largely shaped by poly-

genic selection acting on pre-existing variation in multiple functionally

related genes.104 Metabolic phenotypes are shaped by complex

genetic architecture. Thus, as humans dispersed into subarctic regions,

it is likely that natural selection acted on multiple loci related to BAT

BOX 4 Epigenetic inheritance

The field of developmental biology and epigenetics offer evidence of an adaptive mode that responds to environmental cues passed

down from previous generations but operates on a timescale that is faster than genetic adaption via mutation and natural selection.45

This mode involves the transmission of information about the environment across generations via the inheritance of epigenetic marks,

or “stable alterations in gene expression potential that arise during development and cell proliferation.”97 There are two types of epige-

netic inheritance – context-dependent and germline-dependent.

Context-dependent epigenetic inheritance, also known as intergenerational epigenetic inheritance, is when the developing fetus or

infant receives biological signals that convey information about either the current environment or the parent's lived experience.98 The

parental cues alter the offspring's epigenetic patterns and developing phenotype. This type of epigenetic inheritance is considered

context-dependent because the induced phenotype is not passed on to the next generation independently of the direct exposure to the

parent's biological signal. Germline-dependent epigenetic inheritance, also known as transgenerational epigenetic inheritance, is when

the epigenetic patterns of the germline are directly affected by an environmental input, and the modifications persist across generations

in the absence of the original signal.99

Similar to developmental adaptation, the adaptive significance of epigenetic inheritance depends on the reliability of parental cues

for predicting future environmental conditions. When an organism's developing phenotype responds to signals based on past contexts,

it runs the risk of cultivating a phenotype that is discordant with adult conditions if the environment changes during its lifetime. Evolu-

tionary theorists hypothesize that for organisms with long lifespans, such as humans, the predictive power of the parental signal will be

greater if it incorporates information gathered across the parent's lifetime or across generations rather than responding to the parent's

immediate conditions.50

Intergenerational phenotypic inertia is when the parental signal that programs the offspring's developing phenotype represents the

average environmental conditions of previous generations.50 This broadens the sampling window by diversifying the sources of environ-

mental cues, potentially buffering the signal from stochastic environmental changes.

Evidence supporting germline-dependent epigenetic inheritance in long-lived species, however, is limited.100 This is largely due to

key mechanisms that limit the transmission of epigenetic marks across generations.98 Despite these mechanistic constraints, there is

evidence from animal models that some epigenetic marks may be buffered from these reprogramming events.

The adaptive significance of epigenetic inheritance may be enhanced by complex interactions with other modes of adaptation.

Developmental adaptations (particularly those that respond to cues that are divorced from parental biology), acclimatization, and

allostasis may minimize the potential for phenotypic/environmental mismatch by continuing to modify the phenotype across the life

course. Future research should investigate whether the adaptive significance of epigenetic inheritance is modified by other adaptive

modes.
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development and thermogenesis (Table 2). The East African environ-

ment in which humans evolved was probably heterogeneous and

included habitats ranging from cloud forest to desert.107 Early humans

were likely exposed to temperatures below thermoneutrality due to

seasonal and diurnal shifts in temperature, particularly in more arid

environments. A majority of alleles that have been identified as poten-

tially adaptive to cold climates are found in low frequencies among

contemporary African populations. This suggests that these alleles

evolved long before humans were exposed to the unique selective

pressures of circumpolar environments.108 There are, however, a cou-

ple of exceptions. The L479 variant of the CPT1a gene, for instance,

underwent one of the strongest known selective sweeps in human

history and is specific to circumpolar populations.109 The enzyme car-

nitine palmitoyltransferase type 1a (CPT-1a) is the rate limiting step in

hepatic fatty acid oxidation. It has been proposed that the variant may

be beneficial in the context of low-carbohydrate diets common among

circumpolar populations.109 Additionally, the variant may be advanta-

geous in cold climates due to its role in BAT metabolism. CPT-1a

increases the production of acylcarnitines, which are exported from

the liver to brown adipocytes and represent an energy-rich fuel

source.110 Hallmark et al. also identified a new mutation in the

PLA2G2A gene that plays a role in mitochondrial uncoupling and is

geographically limited to populations living in cold climates of Central

and East Asia and Siberia.108 PLA2G2A encodes secretory

phospholipase A2 group IIA, an enzyme that generates free fatty acids

and influences circulating lipid levels. The protein is required to acti-

vate mitochondrial uncoupling in BAT.111

Variants in two genes involved in brown adipocyte lipid metabo-

lism likely arose prior to human dispersal into subarctic regions but

exhibit evidence for selection in circumpolar populations—PLIN1 and

ANGPTL8.108 PLIN1 encodes for perilipin 1, a protein that is highly

expressed in adipose tissue and functions as a critical regulator of

lipolysis and lipogenesis.108 Perilipin 1 plays an essential role in lipoly-

sis in murine BAT and can induce browning in white adipocytes.112

The ANGPTL8 gene encodes angiopoietin-like 8 (ANGPTL8), which

plays a role in distributing triglycerides across various tissues, and is

highly expressed in BAT.108

The leptin receptor gene (LEPR) is hypothesized to play a func-

tional role in the BAT-mediated NST via interactions with the sympa-

thetic nervous system.113 The 109R allele of LEPR correlates with a

principal component variable related to winter conditions across

54 world populations.114 Additionally, there is evidence of recent pos-

itive selection for the 109R allele in populations of Eurasia.114

Genome-wide scans of data from Inuit populations of Greenland

have identified evidence of selection in a divergent haplotype that

contains two genes of interest—WARS2 and TBX15.115 TBX15

encodes a transcription factor that plays a role in brown adipocyte

differentiation.116 WARS2 encodes the mitochondrial protein

BOX 5 Genetic adaptation

As humans dispersed into new environments across the African continent and later into Eurasia, humans faced new selective pressures.

Under a hard sweep model, geneticists hypothesize that novel mutations that were advantageous in the new environment would

quickly increase in population frequency.104 There are a few well-known examples of evidence of selective sweeps in the human

genome, particularly on genes involved in pigmentation and infectious disease susceptibility; yet, recent studies suggest that such

sweeps were likely rare over the past �250,000 years of human evolution.105 While it is challenging to identify footprints of hard selec-

tive sweeps in the genome, evidence suggests that positive selection on novel mutations likely played a nominal role in shaping human

genomic diversity and adaptation to new environments.105

Rather, human genetic adaptations likely emerged by natural selection acting on pre-existing allelic variation in multiple genes that

contribute to a trait.104 Now that over 1000 human genome-wide association studies have been published, consensus suggests that

most human traits are polygenic. Depending on population size and mutation rates, new advantageous alleles are expected to arise only

rarely. Thus, natural selection of standing genetic variation may have represented a faster adaptive response.104

Certain polymorphisms may be beneficial depending on their interaction with other modes of adaptation. Given that most human

traits are influenced by multiple genes and are sensitive to environmental conditions, the genetic background may shape the adaptive

significance of altered epigenetic states and vice versa. For example, some alleles may alter the course of epigenetic inheritance by mak-

ing the individual more or less sensitive to parental signals.106 Additionally, the beneficial effects of certain alleles may be triggered by

particular environmental stimuli during development.

Thus, epigenetic changes can drive genetic change, leading to genetic assimilation.106 Through genetic assimilation, natural selection

acts on genes related to a previously plastic phenotype, thus increasing its prevalence, efficiency, or reducing disadvantageous side

effects.106 As time passes, the frequency of the adaptive genetic architecture will increase within the population. This adaptive process

is described as a “phenotype-first” model of evolution because novel adaptive phenotypes are first introduced through plasticity, and

only later are they consolidated by gene frequency change.47 The significance of phenotypic plasticity for human genetic evolution is

currently unknown and warrants future investigation.
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tryptophanyl-tRNA synthase and is associated with variation in body

fat distribution in humans.115 Interestingly, the divergent haplotype is

closely related to the Denisovan genome sequence and likely

introgressed from an archaic population in Eurasia.117 Functional

genomic analyses suggest that the selected archaic haplotype may

alter the regulation of TBX15 and WARS2 expression.117 In addition

to Greenlandic Inuit populations, the introgressed haplotype is found

at high frequencies among the Yakut and the Even in Siberia and the

Naxi in the Himalayan foothills.117

Overall, this body of work suggests that human genetic adapta-

tions to cold climates function via multiple pathways that regulate

BAT development and metabolism, and thus modulate the adaptive

significance of faster-acting adaptive modes such as developmental

adaptation, acclimatization, and allostasis. This research also suggests

that perhaps pre-existing phenotypic plasticity in BAT and NST and its

underlying genetic architecture in part facilitated the successful

expansion of humans into circumpolar regions. Under this phenotype-

first evolution model, more plastic adaptive modes, like allostasis,

acclimatization, and developmental adaptation, enabled human

populations to persist in northern latitudes for multiple generations,

allowing time for natural selection to act on existing genetic variation

and for new beneficial mutations to arise. Additional research is

needed to test the phenotype-first evolution model and parse out

how environmental conditions interact with particular genotypes and

shape phenotypic responses to cold stress.

9 | TOPICS FOR FURTHER
INVESTIGATION

Human BAT is a burgeoning research topic and many key questions

remain unanswered regarding its adaptive, energetic, and health sig-

nificance. Future research should investigate the ways in which

human variation in BAT is shaped by each of the timescales of adapta-

tion. For instance, the biological pathways that link BAT with allostatic

increases in energy expenditure during acute cold exposure are still

unclear. Researchers have yet to characterize seasonal changes in

BAT among circumpolar populations. How might slower modes of

adaptation, such as genetic adaptation, epigenetic inheritance, and

developmental adaptation, modulate BAT's action during allostasis or

acclimatization? In what ways do social, cultural, and political-

economic contexts shape the process of biological adaptation and

human BAT variation? How do the energy costs of thermogenesis

influence energy allocation toward physical activity, growth, reproduc-

tion, and other components of the energy budget? How do nutritional

environments across the life course influence BAT development and

metabolism?

Additional research is needed to parse out the relationship

between under- and over-nutrition and human variation in BAT mass

and activity. In rodent models, caloric restriction stimulates the devel-

opment of functional beige adipocytes within subcutaneous and

TABLE 2 Description of genes that play a functional role in
brown adipose tissue (BAT) biogenesis and metabolism and whose
polymorphisms exhibit evidence of natural selection among
indigenous circumpolar populations

Gene Function and associated phenotypes References

ANGPTL8 Encodes angiopoietin-like 8 protein

Functions to regulate the distribution of

triglycerides to various tissues under

different physiological conditions

Variant of the gene is associated with

population variation in LDL and HDL-

cholesterol levels

Highly expressed in BAT

Expression is upregulated during cold

exposure

[76]

CPT1a Encodes the enzyme carnitine

palmitoyltransferase type 1a, the rate

limiting step in hepatic fatty acid

oxidation

Increases the production of

acylcarnitines, which are exported from

the liver to brown adipocytes and used

as a fuel source for metabolism

[77]

LEPR Encodes the leptin receptor

Variant is associated with elevations in

RMR and decreased BMI

Hypothesized to play a role in NST

[80,81]

PLA2G2A Encodes secretory phospholipase A2

group IIA, an enzyme that generates

free fatty acids

Influences circulating lipid levels by

hydrolyzing the sn-2 ester bond of

phospholipids

Variants of the gene have been linked to

the metabolic syndrome

Enzyme is required to activate

mitochondrial uncoupling in brown

adipocytes

[76]

PLIN1 Encodes perilipin 1 protein, which

functions as a critical regulator of

lipolysis and lipogenesis

Highly expressed in adipose tissue

Genetic polymorphisms are associated

with obesity, weight gain and

hypertension

Essential for norepinephrine-induced

lipolysis in murine BAT

Plays a role in conversion of white

adipocytes to beige phenotype

[76,79]

TBX15 Encodes a transcription factor member

the T-box family

Plays a role in the differentiation of

brown and beige adipocytes

Linkage between genetic polymorphisms

and body fat distribution

[82,84]

WARS2 Encodes mitochondrial tryptophanyl-

tRNA synthase, which links amino acids

with tRNAs

Polymorphisms of the gene are

associated with body fat distribution

[82,84]
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visceral WAT; however, this pattern has yet to be replicated in

humans. In fact, preliminary research suggests that weight loss may be

associated with changes in subcutaneous WAT gene expression that

promote a more white than brown adipocyte phenotype.118 Future

research should consider why the relationship between caloric restric-

tion and adipose tissue plasticity may differ between humans and

rodent models and the possible evolutionary significance of these dif-

ferences. While many researchers have hypothesized that there will

be a negative relationship between BAT thermogenesis and body fat-

ness, investigations of the relationship between BAT and BMI have

produced mixed results.119,120

Research in animal models suggests that maternal nutrition during

gestation and lactation may influence the development of BAT in off-

spring. When female mice are supplemented with ω-3 polyunsatu-

rated fatty acid during gestation and lactation, their offspring exhibit

significantly greater thermogenic gene expression and whole-body

energy expenditure.121 The consequences of maternal nutrition for

offspring BAT programming are dependent on the timing of the nutri-

tional intervention.94

Physical activity may modify the endocrine cross talk between

adipose tissue and skeletal muscle, leading to shifts in BAT metabo-

lism. In particular, studies in rodent models suggest that an exercise

intervention may upregulate mitochondrial biogenesis and activity in

brown adipocytes and stimulate the trans differentiation of white adi-

pocytes to beige adipocytes.122,123 Exercise also alters epigenetic reg-

ulation of brown and beige adipocyte gene expression (check out

Rodrigues et al. for a review).124 The functional significance of

exercise-induced activation of BAT thermogenesis is unclear, espe-

cially given that both exercise and BAT activity can trigger an increase

in core temperature. It has been hypothesized that oxidative phos-

phorylation in UCP1-expressing adipocytes may reduce the detrimen-

tal effects of reactive oxygen species (ROS) that are generated during

exercise.125 Whether exercise leads to greater BAT thermogenesis in

humans remains an open question. One of the few studies to investi-

gate human BAT activation by exercise documents that BAT volume

and metabolic activity are not associated with physical activity levels

quantified using accelerometry; however, quantifying exercise-

induced energy expenditure using accelerometry presents significant

limitations.126,127 Previous studies of exercise-induced shifts in BAT

volume and activity do not control for shifts in energy balance, and

prolonged negative energy balance during exercise interventions may

downregulate brown adipocyte metabolism.

Preliminary research conducted in wealthy nations suggests there

may be a positive association between BAT thermogenesis and bone

growth. BAT mass (measured using 18F-FDG PET/CT scans) is posi-

tively associated with femoral cross-sectional area and cortical bone

area in children and adolescents.128 Similarly, MRI data suggests that

children with a lower fat-fraction in the supraclavicular depot (indica-

tive of more brown adipocytes) have higher levels of circulating

osteocalcin, a biomarker of osteoblast activity and bone formation

produced by bone cells.129 It is possible that children and adolescents

with more energy available for growth also have more energy avail-

able for thermogenesis.130

The process of human biological adaptation is not only shaped by

ecological and climatic stressors, but also social, cultural and political-

economic components of the environment as well.48 When studying

adaptation, it is critical to consider the complex ways humans not only

biologically respond to their environment, but also how they actively

construct it. Social, cultural, and political-economic contexts will struc-

ture the degree to which a population is exposed to a particular

stressor and whether a biological response to that stressor affects

evolutionary fitness. The social, cultural, and political-economic fac-

tors that shape variation in stressor exposure also interact across

local, state, and global scales. Based on our investigations of the adap-

tive significance of human BAT, we argue that investigating biological

adaptation to cold stress is a useful approach to studying how the

process of adaptation interacts with social contexts on a range of

scales. For example, individual-level factors such as dietary prefer-

ences, occupation(s), and income, household-level characteristics like

kin networks and subsistence practices, community-level economic

policies, and country-wide trends in market integration and economic

development will all interact and structure low-temperature exposure

among circumpolar populations. On the global level, climate change

patterns may directly and indirectly influence energy allocation and

thermogenesis by directing economic decisions, lifestyle choices, and

disease risk. Future research is needed to better understand how

social, cultural and political-economic factors at the local, state, and

global level influence the degree, timing and duration of stressor

exposure and thus the process of biological adaptation.

Strong claims have been made regarding the importance of BAT

metabolism for preventing cardiometabolic disease.94 The removal of

free fatty acids and glucose from the blood stream through BAT

metabolism may have important implications for population variation

in cardiometabolic disease risk. A retrospective study of over 130,000
18FDG PET scans generated in New York found that the presence of

active BAT deposits was independently correlated with lower odds of

several cardiometabolic diseases including type 2 diabetes, coronary

heart disease, cerebrovascular disease, congestive heart failure and

hypertension.18 Furthermore, patients with BAT had improved blood

glucose, triglyceride, and high-density lipoprotein levels.18 Iwen et al.

report that adults in northern Germany with active BAT stores exhibit

enhanced insulin sensitivity after mild cooling.131 Among the Yakut of

northeastern Siberia, we found that fasting blood glucose levels are

positively associated with change in supraclavicular skin temperature

after cooling, and participants with greater BAT activity are more

likely to preferentially metabolize carbohydrates during cold expo-

sure.15 Most investigations of NST, however, do not report a signifi-

cant change in respiratory quotient. Previous investigations of human

BAT have been limited to populations living in temperate and arctic

climates. Future research should investigate BAT among populations

living in tropical and arid climates in order to clarify BAT's contribution

to population variation in cardiometabolic health. Currently, the causal

mechanisms that link BAT activity and biomarkers of cardiometabolic

health remain unclear and there may be bidirectional pathways. Addi-

tional research is needed to determine the degree to which BAT mass

may play an active role in glucose metabolism in humans or whether it
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may act as a biomarker for other pathways that regulate insulin

dynamics.

10 | CONCLUSION

Since the emergence of a general consensus in the late 2000s that

many adult humans have active BAT depots, the study of human

brown and beige adipocytes has been a fruitful avenue in the investi-

gation of biological adaptation to cold climates. Our review of the

existing literature suggests that variation in human BAT is shaped by

each of the timescales of adaptation and that the adaptive modes act

as an integrated system. Preliminary research suggests that BAT plays

an important role in allostatic responses to cold stress via its contribu-

tion to NST; however, further research is needed to delineate its func-

tional significance. Humans acclimatize to seasonal cold stress by

amplifying the metabolic pathways that control allostatic responses

via BAT-mediated NST. Furthermore, longer-acting adaptive modes,

such as developmental adaptation, epigenetic inheritance, and genetic

adaptations, appear to modify BAT's contribution to allostatic

responses to cold stress by promoting mitochondrial biogenesis, lipid

metabolism, and brown adipogenesis. Thus, the modes of adaptation

are not mutually exclusive. Rather, as the timescale of an environmen-

tal challenge increases within an individual's lifetime and across gener-

ations, each adaptive mode is layered onto the next.46 When novel

conditions are confronted, more plastic modes of adaptation are the

original sources of phenotypic novelty and functional adjustment.106

As the amount of time a population is exposed to the novel stressor

increases, longer-acting, more durable adaptive modes accumulate.47

The adaptive significance of longer-acting adaptive modes may be

rooted in the ways in which they modify and interact with the fast-

acting adaptive modes.

When adaptation is conceptualized as a dynamic process that

integrates multiple adaptive modes, the significance of phenotypic

plasticity cannot be ignored. Anthropologists have long recognized

the essential role of phenotypic plasticity in producing human varia-

tion beginning with the foundational work of Boas.132 Recent

advancements in developmental biology and epigenetic research

within molecular biology have sparked a renewed appreciation for the

importance of plasticity in generating phenotypic variation. This work

largely rejects a model of adaptation in which genes are viewed as the

blueprint for constructing an organism and that environmental inputs

present interfering “noise” for carrying out the genetic plan. Rather,

the body is understood as inseparably integrated with environmental

forces (both macro and micro) which play a critical role in normal

development.

Based on our review of the literature, we hypothesize that phe-

notypic plasticity in human BAT generated by allostatic mechanisms,

acclimatization, developmental plasticity, and epigenetic inheritance

facilitated the successful expansion of humans into circumpolar cli-

mates and the evolution of genetic adaptations. Additional research is

needed to test this application of the phenotype-first evolution

hypothesis. Existing research characterizing population variation in

human BAT is largely limited to populations living in temperate and

subarctic climates, and future research should describe variation in

human BAT among populations living in warmer climates.

Finally, future research should situate the adaptive significance of

human BAT within the context of competing energy demands, social

conditions, and cardiometabolic health disparities. How does energy

allocation toward BAT thermogenesis change in the context of com-

peting energy demands? How do nutritional patterns shape variation

in human BAT? How do social, cultural, and political-economic factors

structure stressor exposure and the process of adaptation? Integrating

perspectives from biocultural and evolutionary anthropology will be

critical for not only defining the adaptive significance of human varia-

tion in BAT but also its influence on cardiometabolic health.
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